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ABSTRACT By postulating temperature-dependent equilib-
ria between two or more electron carriers acting as traps for elec-
trons or holes, it is possible to modify the Randall-Wilkins theory
of thermoluminescence so as to explain the abnormally large ap-
parent activation energies and apparent frequency factors ob-
served in photosynthetic glow curves when fitted by unmodified
Randall-Wilkins theory. The equilibria serve to inhibit the for-
mation of the light-emitting excited state by withholding the needed
precursor state. When the inhibition is released at higher tem-
perature by shift of equilibrium with temperature, the rise of the
glow peak can be much faster than would result from Arrhenius
behavior based on the true activation energy and so appears to cor-
respond to a higher activation energy accompanied by a larger fre-
quency factor. From another viewpoint, the enthalpy changes,
AH, of the equilibria tend to add to the activation energy. Simi-
larly the entropy changes, AS, of the equilibria tend to add to the
entropy of activation, giving the large apparent frequency factors.
The positive values of AS needed would correspond to entropy de-
creases in the forward early electron transport. A comparison of
the glow peaks obtained by different workers is also presented.

pendence and probably does not make appreciable practical dif-
ference, compared, say, to our neglect of any dependence of E
on T.
The integrated equation can be expressed as

T

I-I=Onse E e-E/kBTd~~Pnoex~~kBT B T [21

where B is the rate of heating and no is the number of trapped
electrons at To. The initial integration limit, To, may be set equal
to zero if, as is usual, the glow curve starts at such a low tem-
perature that the initial rate v of detrapping is negligibly small.
Eq. 2 with constant values for all quantities except T and I de-
scribes a single peaked curve with the temperature, Tm, at the
peak. The preexponential frequency factor is related to Tm, E,
and B by

BE
s= kjT2 exp(E/kBTm)[

kBTm

Photosynthetic materials frozen in liquid nitrogen while illu-
minated emit thermoluminescence when warmed in the dark at
a constant rate (1, 2). Curves of the intensity of emitted light vs.
temperature show a series of characteristic peaks. The lowest
temperature peak from chloroplasts and algal cells, called "Z,."
appears to have nothing to do with photosynthesis. Five other
peaks have been labeled "I" to "V" by Desai et al. (3) and "Zv,"
"A," "B1," "B2," and "C" by Ichikawa et al. (4). Demeter and
co-workers (5, 6) added two more peaks and labeled them with
their approximate Celsius temperatures. Correspondence be-
tween these labeling systems will be discussed later.

Tatake et al. (7) analyzed these peaks, attempting to fit them
to the Randall-Wilkins (8) theory. This theory assumes, simply,
that the thermoluminescence arises from electrons trapped in
metastable states when they manage to free themselves and mi-
grate to a location that will bind the electron more stably, emit-
ting light in the process. It further assumes that the rate of de-
trapping can be expressed by an Arrhenius equation:

dn
I = =A= nk = cnse-E/kBT [1]

dt
where I is the intensity of glow, ( is a proportionality constant,
n is the number of trapped electrons, k is the reaction rate con-
stant, s is a preexponential frequency factor (the rate at infinite
temperature by extrapolation according to Arrhenius theory), E
is the activation energy, kB is Boltzmann's constant, and T is the
absolute temperature. Vass et al. (6) substitute sOT for s in order
to agree with absolute reaction rate theory. The additional de-
pendence of rate on T is minor compared to the exponential de-

The various peaks presumably result from different groups of
trapped electrons whose detrapping involves different values of
the parameters.
Some of the results of analysis by Tatake et al. (7) are shown

in Table 1. We have added the column labeled ASt/kB, which
represents the entropy of activation divided by the Boltzmann
constant, corresponding to the value of s in the previous column
calculated according to absolute reaction rate theory by the for-
mula

ASt/kB = ln(sh/kBTm), [4]

where In is the natural logarithm, h is Planck's constant, and
Tm is used as an average temperature for the curve of a single
glow peak. Values much larger than zero for activation entropies
are suspect. The extremely large values of s and ASV/kB for peaks
IV and V appear to be impossibly large. One does not expect
positive values for ASt because the activated state is presumed
to be a restricted, specialized state with lower entropy than that
of the reactants forming it. Values of s larger than 1013 sect are
outside the range of chemical reaction kinetics; 1015 se-' cor-
responds to electronic vibrations in the valence shells of atoms
and 1019 sec' to a 50,000 eV quantum. Tatake et aL (7) con-
cluded that peaks IV and V do not follow Randall-Wilkins the-
ory.

The method of analysis used by Tatake et aL used only the
early part of the rising portion of a glow peak and the peak point.
We reanalyzed the data with a computer match to the whole
curve. Despite some differences, we agree with the general pic-
ture presented by Table 1. A preliminary report has been made
(9). Since then the paper of Vass et al. (6) appeared. Their so val-
ues must be multiplied by Tm to correspond to our s and, despite

Abbreviation: DCMU, 3-(3',4'-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea.
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Table 1. Photosynthetic glow peak parameters resulting from
fitting with Randall-Wilkins theory*

Glow Glow Tm, E, S
peak curve K eV sec- ASt/kB
I 1 236 0.52 2.5 x 109 -7.6
II 2 261 0.64 4.5 x 1010 -4.8
m 2 283 0.79 2.4 x 1012 -0.9
IV 1 298 1.10 1.0 x 1017 9.7
V 3 321 1.32 1.4 x 1019 14.6

* By Tatake et al. (7). Glow curve 1 was taken from untreated spinach
chloropasts frozen in the presence of intense white light. Glow curve
2 differed only in being pretreated with 3-3',4'-dichlorophenyl-1,1-di-
methylurea (DCMU). Glow curve 3 was from Euglena cells illumi-
nated and then relaxed in the dark at room temperature 5 min before
being frozen. The glow curve numbers correspond to the figure num-
bers displaying the curves in Tatake et al. (7).

some discrepancies, also appear too large, especially in the peaks
"+30" and "+45" corresponding to peaks IV and V.

PROPOSED THEORY
We assume that thermoluminescence is a reversal of light-in-
duced electron transport as also proposed by many to explain
"delayed light." (For reviews on delayed light, see refs. 10-13.)
Fig. 1 shows the required electron flow in the reverse direction
through two reaction centers P680 and P700. We assume that the
light is emitted from the first excited singlet state of antenna
chlorophyll to which the excitation was transferred after being
created in the reaction center chlorophyll. The latter is obtained
by migration to it of a hole from where it was trapped (in one
of the carriers) on the donor side and of an electron from where
it was trapped (in one of the carriers) on the acceptor side.
Therefore, it could require several steps instead of the single
step postulated by the Randall-Wilkins theory.
Our proposal is that the kinetics of the detrapping may in-

volve not only the rate-limiting step but also earlier steps. Be-
cause they will be faster, we assume most simply that they reach
equilibria. They affect the rate by governing the concentration
of carriers that are ready for the rate-determining step. The
equilibria will shift with temperature according to the enthalpy
changes involved. As the inhibition lifts at a higher tempera-
ture, the glow will rise more rapidly than it would have done
without the inhibition and will appear to have higher E and s or
ASt/kB values. Thus, Eq. 1 is modified by multiplying its right

|wA1-I A

PQ 1-hv

T700

FIG. 1. Electron carries near the reaction centers which could trap
electrons (or holes). Arrows show reversed electron flow necessary to
produce excitation (hv) in the reaction center which can migrate to an-
tenna chlorophyll and produce fluorescence. Electron movement away
from the reaction center to its left can be interpreted also as hole move-
ment toward the center. Sn, state of the oxygen-evolving system; Z,
electron donor to P680; P6ws(P), reaction center chlorophyll a of PS II;
Q, primary quinone acceptor of PS II; B, secondary quinone acceptor
ofPS II; PQ, plastoquinone pool, designated Pq in Table 4; f, all electron
donors to P700, including plastocyanin (PC), Rieske Fe-S center, and
cytochrome f; P700, reaction center chlorophyll a ofPS I; A1 and A2, first
and secondary electron acceptors of PS I; PS I, photosystem I; and PS
II, photosystem II.

side by the fraction of carriers ready for the rate-determining
step:

dn
I = -- = On F(T)

dt [5]

where F(T) is k, the rate constant for the rate-determining
step, times the fraction of carriers ready for it. The form of
F(T) is listed in Table 2 for four likely mechanisms, including
Randall-Wilkins as mechanism I.
The full dependence of F on temperature is shown in Table

2 by writing the rate constants as (kBTm/h)exp(ASt/kB)exp(-E/
kBT) and expanding the equilibrium constants, K, in terms of
the entropy change, AS, and the enthalpy change, AH, of each
equilibrium reaction:

K = e-AG/kBT = eA5S/kB e-AHIkBT.
The integrated form of Eq. 5 is:

I =knoF(T) exp[- F(T)dT].

[6]

[7]

The temperature of the peak can be found by solving the fol-
lowing equation

dF(Tm)/dTm = [F(Tm)]2/B [8]

for Tm.
As an example we calculate a hypothetical case of mechanism

II. This mechanism may be written:

A *B > X + h.

Table 2. Some possible mechanisms and appropriate formulas
Mech- Formulas for substitution into Eqs.
anism States 5, 7, 8, and 10

I A n= [A]
4, * F(T) = k = se-E/kBT - (kBT/h) e^s AB e-EIkBT

(Randall-Wilkins)
II A n= [A] + [BI = [A] (1 +K1)

$ 1 F(T) =kK1/(l +K1)
B (kBT\ e(ASt+AS±)/kB e-(E+AH1)/kBT
4, * kh/+~kB e~j1/kBT|* t ~~h 1+ e^sl/* e-^H/B

III A n = [A] + [B] + [C] = [A](1 + K2+ K1K2)
$ 2 F(T) = kK1K2/(1 + K2 + K1K2)
B = (kBT/h) (num/den),
$ 1 where:
C num = e(aS + S2+AS )IkB e-(E+AH2+AHl)/kBT
4, * den = 1 + e S2/kB e-,I2/kBT

+ e(&S2+aSl)/kB e-(AH2+alI)/kBT

IV 3 A 2 n = [A] + [B] + [C] + [D]
, \ = [A](1 + K2+ K3+ K1K2)

C B F(T) = kK1K2/(1 + K2 + K3 + K1K2)
4\ i' = (kBT/h) * (num/den),

D where: e

4 * num = e(AS + Sl+IS2)IB e-(E+AHl+AH2)/kBT
den = 1 + eAS2/kB e-aH2/kBT

+ eAS3/kB e-IH3/kBT
+ e(ASl+AS2)/kB e-(Ali+IH2)/kBT.

*, The rate-limiting step. Subscripts refer to numbers designating
the equilibria in the successive states column. In all cases one gets
the low-temperature approximation by assuming that all AHis are
positive, so that at a low enough temperature, the denominators of
F(T) approach 1 and the numerators become the low-temperature
asymptotes. In the formulas, k is the rate constant of the rate-limit-
ing step and Ks are equilibrium constants. In mechanism IV, K4 =
K1K2/K3.
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The star indicates the rate-limiting step and the double-
headed arrow indicates the preceding equilibrium. The total
concentration of trapped electron-hole pairs, n, is [A] + [B], the
sum of the molar concentrations of trapped states designated A
and B. The equilibrium constant, K, is equal to [B]/[A]. Thus,
the fraction of states ready for the rate-limiting step is [B]/n or
K/(1 + K).
The following reasonable parameters were chosen for the rate-

limiting step: activation energy, E = 0.6 eV; frequency factor,
s = 9.62X 1010 sect (gives Tm = 240 K and ASf/kB = -3.95);
and the rate of heating, B = O.tdeg sec1. In Eq. 6, AS can be
replaced by AH/TE where TE is the temperature at which AG
= 0 or [A] = [B]. TE thus gives an idea of the temperature around
which the inhibition is gradually lifted. For our example we chose
AH = 0.6 eV and five different values for TE. In the case of TE
= 0 K, the equilibrium between A and B is always all B and no
A, so there is no inhibition, and the result is Randall-Wilkins
behavior.
The calculation was done by numerical integration of Eq. 7.

The results are presented graphically in Figs. 2 and 3 and nu-

merically in Table 3. Fig. 2 illustrates how the equilibrium de-
lays the rise of the glow peak. It is seen that if the inhibition
release temperature, TE, is appreciably less than 240 K (the
temperature of the peak with no inhibition), there is very little
inhibition.
The factor in Eq. 7 containing the integral has to do with the

depletion of the traps, so at temperatures appreciably below the
peak where depletion is not yet important, we have the rising
edge given approximately by

I(rising edge) OnoF(T). [10]
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FIG. 3. Arrhenius plots
Fig. 2.
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of the rising portions of the curves of

Assuming that the AHs are positive, the denominator of F(T)
(see Table 2) approaches 1 at low enough temperatures. Thus,
for the early part of the rising edges, F(T) is approximated by
its numerator. Comparison of the numerators of F(T) in Table
2 shows that ASt in (Randall-Wilkins) mechanism I is aug-
mented by simple addition of the ASs of the equilibria in the
other mechanisms, and E, by the AHs. Thus, an Arrhenius plot
of this early part of the rising portion of the glow peak would
give an apparent activation energy approaching (E + L: AHZ) and
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FIG. 2. Glow curves calculated by Eq. 7. Parameters are given in
Table 3. TE is the approximate temperature (K) around which the in-
hibition of the temperature-dependent equilibrium is released. Thus,
TE = 0 corresponds to no inhibition, in which case the curve follows
Randall-Wilkins theory and peaks at 240'C. Any value of TE less than
240 K exerts very little inhibition.

an apparent activation entropy approaching (ASt + E ASn).
Fig. 3 is an Arrhenius plot of the rising portions of the curves

in Fig. 2 and shows how the apparent activation energy ap-
proaches E + AH as the inhibition is made stronger. The ap-
parent E values and the corresponding apparent s and apparent
ASt/kB values are shown in Table 3. It is seen that the proposed
mechanism can easily explain unreasonably high apparent val-
ues with reasonable actual values. It also is seen how the ap-
parent E values approach 1.2 eV, the sum of E and AH, and the
apparent ASt/kB approaches the actual (ASt + AS)/kB as one
goes from top to bottom of the table.

Demeter et al. (5) and Vass et aL (6) on the basis of the large
values of E also conclude that thermoluminescence involves re-
versal of electron transport steps beyond the primary step, but
they, like others before them, treat the whole reversal as a single
step with additive energies. They do not explicitly address the
problem of large frequency factors. The development above ex-
presses all this more quantitatively.

Table 3. Apparent parameters resulting from prefixing an
equilibrium before the detrapping step*

Apparent values Actual

ASt AS + AS*TE, TM, E, S

K AS/kB K eV sec-1 kB kB
0 - 240.0 0.6 9.62 x 1010 -3.95 -3.95

220 31.65 240.8 1.007 4.85 x 1019 16.08 27.70
230 30.27 242.7 1.096 2.51 x 1021 20.02 26.32
240 29.01 245.8 1.137 9.03 x 1021 21.29 25.06
260 26.78 253.4 1.144 2.30 x 1022 19.89 22.83
280 24.87 261.3 1.167 1.29 x 1022 19.28 20.92
* Values are derived from the curves of Figs. 2 and 3. In all cases: E =
0.6 eV, AK = 0.6 eV, s = 9.62 x 1010 sec1, ASt/kB = -3.95. Mech-
anism II of Table 2 was assumed.
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EXAMPLES OF POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS

Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the glow peaks obtained by various
workers with different rates of heating. With three exceptions,
we see only DCMU inhibited peaks to the left of the 255 K dashed
line and between the 287 K and 311 K lines. With possibly three
exceptions, we see only peaks not inhibited by DCMU between
the 255 K and 287 K lines and to the right of the 311 K line. We
suggest that these lines group the peaks of different workers
that are equivalent.

Most authors in the field of photosynthetic thermolumines-
cence have attempted assignments of origin of glow peaks to
various parts of the photosynthetic system (2, 4, 6, 14-20). In-
oue and Shibata (21) have reviewed the details. Based on this
research, we suggest some speculative assignments in order to
illustrate possible application of the mechanisms proposed here
(Table 4).

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Large positive values of AS for the equilibrium reactions, dis-
cussed in this paper, may be reasonable in the light of the find-
ing (22-24) that, in the bacterial systems, there is a large de-
crease in entropy in the forward movement of electrons through

250 275 300 325

Temperature of Peak, K

FIG. 4. Comparison of glow peaks reported by different groups of
workers. The bar graphs show peak positions reportedby them. The top
of a white section of bar indicates the amplitude without DCMU pres-
ent, and the top of a black section of bar, the amplitude with DCMU,
both with respect to the base-line for the totalbar. Thus, a white-topped
bar indicates a peak inhibited by DCMU, and a black-topped bar, a peak
not inhibited by DCMU. (a) Data from ref. 14 (see figure 3 there). (b)
Data from ref. 15 plus notes of one of us (W.A.). (c) Data from ref. 4 (see
figure 4 there). (d) Data from ref. 16. (e) Data from ref. 6 (see figures
2 and 5A there). (f) Data from ref. 7. ----, Positions expected according
to Eq. 3 for hypothetical peaks assumed to be at 255, 287, and 311 K,
respectively, when the heating rate is 0.180C sec-1. In calculating them,
the activation energy E was assumed to be 0.6 eV, 1.0 eV, and 1.3 eV,
respectively, the heating rates [0C/sec(s)] were assumed to be as in-
dicated for the different glow curves, and s was assumed to be constant
for each line.

Table 4. Working hypotheses for assignment of glow peaks to
reactions in photosynthesis

Table Possible assignment of trapping states
Glow 2 listed in Table 2
peak mech. A B C D

I I S4P6soQ-*
II S4P68oQ * S3P Q

II II S3P680Q S2P+Q
III S3ZPs8oQ- S2Z+PQ- S2ZP Q

(II-
DCMU) I S2P680Q-

II S2P680Q- S1P+Q-
in II S2P680Q- S1P+Q-

III S2ZP680Q- S1Z+PQ- S1ZP+Q-
IV II f+P700A1 fP+A1

IV S2Ps80QB-t S2PQ-B S2P+QB- S2P+Q-B
V III Pq+fP70OA- Pqf+PAj PqfP+Aj

IV f+P700AA- f+PAj A2 fP+AA- fP+A-A2

For the meaning of symbols, see the legend of Fig. 1.
* However, see refs. 3 and 18 for alternate views.
tSee ref. 19 for a similar suggestion for peak B1.

the reaction center such that AG stored 1 msec after absorption
of a photon is almost entirely -TAS. The value of this AS/kB
is about -30 per electron. Thus, in the reversal of these re-
actions as in thermoluminescence, one might expect AS/kB to
go as high as +30. On the other hand, other data from exper-
iments on delayed fluorescence (25, 26) contradict the large en-
tropy changes.

Not considered in the mechanisms of Table 2 is the possi-
bility of competing parallel reactions for detrapping the same
traps by a pathway that does not lead to fluorescence (or has a
different efficiency factor), (cf. ref. 27).

Especially valuable in future research would be simultaneous
spectrophotometric measurement of the components thought
to be involved in thermoluminescence. More measurements of
the characteristics of the components of the photosynthetic sys-
tem and of the electron transport reactions between them are
necessary, including not only more equilibrium data but also,
importantly, their temperature dependence. In other words,
we need AHs or ASs as well as AGs.

Fitting parameters to glow curves is a difficult way to mea-
sure the parameters. Constant temperature measurements of
the kinetics of thermoluminescence would be less complicated
to interpret. One could, for example, prepare a sample as for a
glow curve, but instead of warming it at a constant rate in the
dark, one could produce a fast temperature jump to a specific
temperature of interest concerning a particular glow peak and
then hold the temperature constant while observing the kinetics
of the light emission (see e.g., refs. 6, 28, and 29). At temper-
atures where a glow curve would show overlapping peaks, one
could expect to find biphasic kinetics. Vass et aL (6) criticize the
temperature-jump method as difficult to interpret because of
the multiple phases. It appears that either method can require
the sorting out of multiple components, but the parameters of
the components are more directly determined in the temper-
ature-jump method.
We thank Dr. V. G. Tatake and his group for letting us use their orig-
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